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A O-space is a completely regular HausdorfT space possessing a compactification with zero- 
dimensional remainder. Recall that a space X is called rimcompact if X has a basis of open sets 
with compact boundaries. It is well known that X is rimcompact if and only if X has a 
compactification which has a basis of open sets whose boundaries are contained in X. Thus any 
rimcompact space is a O-space; the converse is not true. In this paper the class of almost rimcompact 
spaces is introduced and shown to be intermediate between the classes of rimcompact spaces and 
O-spaces. It is shown that a space X is almost rimcompact if and only if X has a compactitication 
in which each point of the remainder has a basis (in the compactitication) of open sets whose 
boundaries are contained in X. 
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1. Introduction 
A O-space is a completely regular Hausdorff space possessing a compactification 
with zero-dimensional remainder. The characterization of O-spaces has been con- 
sidered by various researchers (see for example [S, 6,8]). Recall that a space is 
rimcompact if it has a base of open sets with compact boundaries. 
In 1942 Freudenthal [2] showed that a rimcompact metrizable space is a O-space. 
Morita [7] using uniformities, and Skylarenko [8] using proximities, showed in 1952 
and 1966 respectively that any rimcompact space X has a compactification which 
has a basis of open sets whose boundaries are contained in X (hence X is a O-space). 
Skylarenko [8] showed that a O-space which is Lindelof at infinity is rimcompact, 
but mentioned the existence of non-rimcompact O-spaces. 
In this paper we introduce a class of spaces intermediate between rimcompact 
spaces and O-spaces which we call almost rimcompact spaces. We define the notion 
of almost rimcompactness in Definition 1.3 and show in Section 2 that a space X 
is almost rimcompact if and only if X possesses a compactification in which each 
point of the remainder has a basis (in the compactification) of open sets whose 
boundaries are contained in X. In Section 3 we present examples of almost rimcom- 
pact, non-rimcompact spaces and non-almost rimcompact O-spaces. 
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In the remainder of this section, we present our notation and terminology and 
some known results. For undefined terms, see [lo]. All spaces are assumed to be 
completely regular and Hausdorff: The notions used from set theory are standard. 
Two compactifications JX and KX of X are equivalent if there is a homeomorph- 
ism from JX onto XX that fixes X pointwise. We shall identify equivalent compacti- 
fications of a given space. We partially order the family X(X) of compactifications 
of X in the usual manner: JX < KX if there is a continuous map from KX onto 
JX that fixes X pointwise. The maximum element of x(X), the Stone-C&h compac- 
tijication of X, is denoted by PX. If KX E Y{(X), then KX\X is the remainder of 
KX. For background information on compactifications, the reader is referred to [l] 
or [3]. 
If I/ is an open subset of X, and XX E Y{(X), the extension of U in KX, denoted 
by Ex&J, is the set KX\CL,(X\ U). It is easy to show that ExKxU is the largest 
open subset of XX whose intersection with X is the set U. It is straightforward to 
verify (i) of the following, while (ii) is implicit in the proof of Lemma 2 of [8]. 
1.1. Proposition. Let KX E T{(X), and U, V be open subsets of X. 
(i) ExKX( U n V) = Ex,U n Ex,,V 
(ii) If Cl&Y n Cl,,V= 0, then ExKx( U u V) = Ex,&J u Ex,V 
A compactification kX of X is a perfect compactification of X if for each open 
subset U of X, bdKx ExKxU = Cl =(bd,U). According to the corollary to Lemma 
1 of [8], /.3X is a perfect compactification of X. If f: /3X + KX is the natural map, 
then XX is a perfect compactification of X if and only if f is monotone ([8]). 
1.2. Definition. The decomposition of /3X consisting of {{x} :x E X} u {C, : C, is 
the connected component in pX\X of p E pX\X} is denoted by %(/3X). The 
decomposition of PX consisting of {{x} :x E X} u { QP : Q,, is the quasi-component 
in pX\X of p E f!X\X} is denoted by 9(/3X). 
If /3X/ C(pX) is a compactification of X, then /3X/ %‘(pX) is the minimal perfect 
compactification of X. This occurs if and only if X has a compactification having 
totally disconnected remainder, in which case /?X/ %‘(pX) is the maximal compac- 
tification of X having totally disconnected remainder. If X has a compactification 
with O-dimensional remainder, then X has a maximal such compactification F,,X. 
This occurs if and only if U(pX) = S(pX), %Z(pX) is an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of PX into compact sets, and each element contained in /?X\X has 
a base of open sets of pX whose intersections with pX\X are clopen. In this case 
F,,X = pX/%(pX). (See [6,8] for a justification of these statements). If X is 
rimcompact, then F,,X is the Freudenthal compactification of X and is denoted by 
FX. If X is O-dimensional, then X has a maximum O-dimensional compactification 
p,X which is equivalent to FX. 
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If Z E Y, then Z is (relatively) O-dimensionally embedded in Y if each point of 
Y(Z) has a base of open sets of Y whose boundaries are contained in Y\Z. A 
space X is rimcompact if and only if X is a O-space and F,X has O-dimensionally 
embedded remainder ([7] and [S]). 
Following the terminology of [7] and [8], we say that an open set U of X is 
r-open in X if bdxU is compact. The intersection and union of finitely many rr-open 
sets are r-open as is the complement of the closure of a rr-open set. If U is n-open 
in X, and KX E X(X), then Cl mu n (KX\X) = ExKxU n KX\X); that is, 
CIKxU n (KX\X) is clopen in KX\X. 
1.3. Definition. (i) If F, , F2 c X, then F, and F2 are r-separated in X if there is a 
r-open set U of X such that F, c U, and ClxU n F2 = 0’. We shall often write ‘{x} 
and F are r-separated as ‘x and F are n-separated’. We say that F, is r-contained 
in X\F, if Fl and F2 are T-separated. 
(ii) If f is closed in X, U is open in X, and Fc U, then F is nearly r-contained 
in U if there is a compact subset K of F so that whenever F’ is a closed subset of 
F, and F’n K = 0, F’ is r-contained in U. 
(iii) A space X is nearly rimcompact if whenever U is open in X, and x E U, there 
is an open set W of X such that x E W and Cl, W is nearly r-contained in U. 
(iv) A space X is quasi-rimcompact if for any x E X, there is a compact set K, 
of x, so that whenever F is a closed subset of X and F n K, = ,4?, then x and F are 
rr-separated. 
(v) A space X is almost-rimcompact if X is nearly rimcompact and quasi- 
rimcompact. 
Clearly, every rimcompact space is almost rimcompact; the converse is not true 
(Example 3.2). We will show that any almost rimcompact space has a compac- 
tification with relatively O-dimensionally embedded remainder, and hence is a 
O-space (Theorem 2.7). However, non-almost rimcompact O-spaces exist (Example 
3.5). Neither near rimcompactness nor quasi-rimcompactness is sufficient to insure 
that a space is a O-space (Examples 3.3 and 3.4), hence neither condition implies 
the other. However, if X is quasi-rimcompact, then X is a O-space if and only if X 
is almost rimcompact (Theorem 2.7) hence if and only if X is nearly rimcompact. 
2. The main result 
In proving the main result we shall be working with T-open subsets of X and 
related open sets of compactifications of X. Suppose W is open in KX E x(X). We 
say W is a small boundary (denoted by sb) subset of KX if bdKxW c X. The union 
and intersection of finitely many sb subsets are again sb subsets, as is the complement 
of the closure of an sb subset. If W is sb in KX, then W n X is rr-open in X. If 
KX is a perfect compactification of X, and W is z--open in X, then ExKxW is sb 
in KX. 
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2.1. Definition. If XX E %(X), and p E KY, then G(KX, p) =n {CIKxU: U is a 
w-open subset of X and p E Ex&J}. The set G(PX, p) will be denoted by Gp. 
2.2. Lemma. If KX E x(X), and p E KX, then G( KX, p) is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that for some p E KX, G( KX, p) is not connected. Let G( KX, p) = 
G, u Gz, where G, and G, are disjoint nonempty closed subsets of G(KX, p). Since 
G(KX, p) is compact, G, and G, are disjoint compact subsets of KX; hence, there 
are open sets U, and U, of KX such that Gi c Ui, (i = 1,2) and CIKXUl n CIKxUz = 
,@. Then G(KX, p) n (Kf\( U, u U,)) = 0, so by compactness, there is a finite 
collection Vi, i = 1,2,. . . , n of r-open subsets of X such that p E ExKXVi, for each 
i,andn{CIKxV,:l~i~n)cU,uU,.If V=n{K:l~i~n},then Visaa-open 
subset of X, and by 1.1(i), p E ExKxV 
Let Wi = V n Ui, (i = 1,2). Since bdx Wi c bd,V, (i = 1,2), WI and W2 are a-open 
subsets of X. As CIKx W, n Cl, W, c Cl,,U, n CIKxU, = 0, while W, u W, = V, it 
follows from l.l(ii) that p E ExKxW, u ExKxW,. Assume without loss of generality 
thatpEExKXW,.Then G(KX,p)n UZ~CIKX W, n U, = ,Cf, which is a contradiction 
to our choice of U, and U,. q 
2.3. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent. 
(i) X is quasi-rimcompact. 
(ii) G, c Xfor each x E X. 
(iii) TItere is a compucfi~c~fion KX of X such that G(KX, x) s X for each x E X. 
Proof. (i) impiies (ii). If p E pX\X, and x E X, then there is a closed subset F of 
X such that Fn K, =fl, and PE Cl,,F (where K, is as is Definition 1.3(iv)). 
Then x and F are r-separated, while p E Cl,,F. That is, there is a r-open set U 
of X such that x E U and F n Cl,U = ,@. Since p E Cl,,F c PX\(Ex U u ClxU) = 
pX\Cl,,U, p E G,. Thus G, c_ X. 
(ii) implies (iii). This is obvious. 
(iii) implies (i). If KX is as in (iii), then clearly G(KX, x) is a compact subset 
of X containing x. Suppose that F is a closed subset of X, and that F n G( KX, x) = 0. 
Then CIKxF n G(KX, x) = 0. By compactness, there is a finite collection U,, 
U z>***, U,, of T-open sets of X such that x E Vi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and CIKXFn 
(n{Cl,,Ui:l~i<n})=,@. Then n{fi:l c is n} is a m-open subset of X which 
witnesses the fact that x and F are rr-separated. 0 
2.4. Theorem. If X is quasi-rimcompact, and p E /3X\X, then G, is the (compact 
connected) quasi-component of p in pX\X. The set GP has a basis of open sets of /3X 
whose boundaries lie in X. 
Proof. We showed in Lemma 2.2 that G, is compact and connected. It remains to 
show that Gp is the qausi-component in /3X\X of p E pX\X. According to Theorem 
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2.3, ifp E pX\X and x E X, then there is a rr-open subset U of X such that p E ExpxU, 
while x & ClxU. Hence GP c pX\X. 
Let gP = { U: U is r-open in X and p E ExpXU}. Then GP = G,, n (p\X) = 
n {Cl,,U n (pX\X): U E Y$}. For each U E 5$,, CI,,U n (pX\X) is clopen in 
pX\X, hence the quasi-component of p in pX\X is contained in G,,. On the other 
hand, GP is connected. Therefore G, is contained in the quasi-component of p in 
pX\X. That is, G, is the (connected compact) quasi-component of p in /3X\X. 
To prove the last statement, we note that the intersection of finitely many members 
of 9JP is again a member of Y$. Then by compactness, if T is a closed subset of PX 
such that G,, n T = 0, there is U E +$ such that gP c Cl,,U c pX\ T. Since GP = 
pX\X, G,, c Cl,,U n (pX\X) = Expx U n (pX\X). Then the collection of sets 
{Expx U: U E Sp} is a basis for G, consisting of open sets of PX whose boundaries 
are contained in X. 0 
2.5. Corollary. Suppose that X is quasi-rimcompact and has a compactijcation with 
totally disconnected remainder. Then X is a Q-space, and F,X\X is relatively O- 
dimensionally embedded in FOX. 
Proof. Suppose that X has a compactification with totally disconnected remainder. 
Then pX/Ce(pX) is a compactification of X (recall Definition 1.2). Since X is 
quasi-rimcompact, it follows from Theorem 2.4 that %(pX) = $(/?X), and that 
elements of %(/3X) contained in /3X\X have a basis of open sets of PX whose 
boundaries are contained in X. Thus X is a O-space and /?X/ %Y(pX) = FOX has a 
relatively O-dimensionally embedded remainder. I? 
If U is an open subset of X, let Us= U {G, :p E pX\X and G, c ExpXU}U U. 
In the following, ‘saturated’ refers to ‘saturated with respect to %(/3X)‘. 
2.6. Lemma. Zf X is almost rimcompact, and U is an open subset of X, then U” is a 
saturated open subset of pX. 
Proof. Clearly U” is saturated. To show that U” is open in /lx, we show that if 
p E U”, then there is an open set W of PX such that p E W c U’. First suppose that 
p E (pX\X) n U”. Then GP c Expx U, so by Theorem 2.4 there is a a-open set V of 
X such that p E G,, c Ex,,V c Ex,,U. Clearly Exp,V n X c U”. If q E Ex,,V n 
(pX\X), then G4 = Expx V, since ExpxVn (pX\X) is clopen in pX\X. In other 
words, q E Us. Since q is an arbitrary element of Exp,Vn (pX\X), ExpxV= U”. 
Then W = Exp,V is an open set of /3X having the desired properties. 
Now suppose that p E Us n X = U. Since X is nearly rimcompact we can choose 
V to be an open subset of X such that PE V and ClxV is nearly rr-contained in 
U. We show that Cl,,V c Us. Suppose r E Cl,,V\X. Since rE CIB,K = K for any 
compact subset K of X, there is a closed subset f of ClxV such that r E Cl,,F and 
F n K = 8, where K is the compact subset of ClxV witnessing the fact that ClxV 
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is nearly rr-contained in U. Then f is r-contained in U; let V, be a r-open subset 
of X such that F = Cl,V, = U. Then r E ClsxV, c ExpxU. Since Cl,,V, n (pX\X) 
is clopen in pX\X, it follows by an argument in the preceding paragraph that 
Cl,,V, c Us. Since TE Cl,,V,, and I was chosen to be an arbitrary element of 
Cl,,V, Cl,,Vc Us. Then W = ExpXV is the desired open set of /3X. 0 
We can now characterize almost rimcompact spaces as O-spaces possessing com- 
pactifications with relatively O-dimensionally embedded remainders. 
2.7. Theorem. For any space X, the following are equivalent. 
(i) X is almost rimcompact. 
(ii) X is a O-space, and F,X has relatively 0-dimensiomilly embedded remainder. 
(iii) X has a compactijication with relatively O-dimensionally embedded remainder. 
(iv) X is quasi-rimcompact, and has a compacti&ation with totally disconnected 
remainder. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). According to Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.6, if X is almost 
rimcompact, then ‘%‘(pX) = 9(pX), and is an upper semicontinuous decomposition 
of /?X into compact sets, where elements of %(/3X) contained in pX\X have 
neighborhood bases in PX of open sets whose boundaries lie in X. Then F,,X = 
pX/%(pX) is a compactification of X with relatively O-dimensionally embedded 
remainder. 
(ii) implies (iii). This is obvious. 
(iii) implies (i). Suppose that KX is a compactification of X with relatively 
O-dimensionally embedded remainder. We first show that X is quasi-rimcompact. 
If x E X, and p E KX\X, there is an open set U, of Kx such that x r~ Cl,,U,, 
p E UP and bdKxU, c X. Clearly KX\Cl KXUp is an sb set of KX containing x and 
not containing p, Ket K, = n {Cl KxU: U is an sb open set of KX, x E Ex,,U}. 
Then K, is a compact subset of X containing x. Since G(KX, x) c K,, it follows 
from Theorem 2.4 that X is quasi-rimcompact. 
A similar argument to that in Thoerem 2.4 will show that X is nearly rimcompact. 
For suppose that U is open in X, and that x E U. Choose V to be an open subset 
of X such that x E Vc CIKxVc ExKxU. Since KX\X is relatively O-dimensionally 
embedded in Kx, for each p E Cl KXV\X, there is an sb open set U(p) of KX such 
that PE U(p)cCIKxU(p)cExKXU. Let K =CI,,V\~{U(~):~EC~,~V\X}. 
Then K is a compact subset of X. Suppose that F is a closed subset of ClxV and 
that F n K = 0. Then CIKxF c IJ {U(p) : p E Cl,,V\X}. By compactness, there is 
a finite set {p,,p2,.. .,pn}~CIKxV\X such that CIKXF~U{U(Pi):l~i~n)c 
u {Cl,U(pi) : 1 s is n} c ExKxU. 
Then W=(u{U(pi):l s i G n}) n X is a rr-open subset of X witnessing the fact 
that F is n-contained in U. Therefore ClxV is nearly rr-contained in U and x is 
nearly rimcompact. 
(iv) implies (ii). This is Corollary 2.5. 
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(iii) implies (iv). This is obvious, since (iii) implies that X is almost rimcompact 
and is a O-space. 0 
Theorem 2.7 states that if a space X has a compactification wtih relatively 
O-dimensionally embedded remainder, then F,,X has relatively O-dimensionally 
embedded remainder. The following stronger statement is true. 
2.8. Theorem. Let 6X be a compactification of X with O-dimensionally (respectively, 
relatively O-dimensionally) embedded remainder. If RX is a compactijication of X 
having O-dimensional remainder, and KX z SX, then KX\X is O-dimensionally 
(respectively, relatively O-dimensionally) embedded in RX. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that each x E X has a base of sb sets in KX. 
We show that KX has relatively O-dimensionally embedded remainder. 
Suppose that T is a closed subset of KX and that p E (KX\X)\ T If f: KX + 6X 
is the natural map, let T’ =f+( f( p)) n T. Now KX\X is O-dimensional, hence 
r( f ( p)) is a compact O-dimensional subspace of KX. Since p G T’, there are disjoint 
closed subsets B, and B2 of r( f( p)) such that p E B, , T’ c BZ, and B, u B2 = 
f+(f(p)). As B, and B, u T are disjoint compact subsets of KY, it follows that 
there are open sets V, and V, of KY such that B, = V,, B,u TG V2, and CIKxV1 n 
ClKxV2 = 8. Since f is a closed map, and r( f (p)) = V, u V,, there is an open set 
W of 6X such that f+(f(p)) cf+[ W] c~[C~~~W] = V, u V,. Now SX\X is rela- 
tively O-dimensionally embedded in SX, so we can assume without loss of generality 
that bds,Wc X, and hence that bd,,r[ W] c X. If W, =f+[ W] n V,, then 
bdKx W, c X (i = 1,2). Also, p E W, , while T c W,. q 
3. Examples 
In this section we present examples indicating that the class of almost rimcompact 
spaces is intermediate between the classes of rimcompact spaces and O-spaces, as 
well as examples relating to the notions of quasi-rimcompactness and near rimcom- 
pactness. 
The following result will allow us to build a class of almost rimcompact spaces. 
For any space X, the residue of X (denoted by R(X)) is the set of points at which 
X is not locally compact. If KX E Y{(X), then Cl,,(KX\X) = R(X) u (KX\X). 
3.1. Theorem. Suppose that X is a O-space such that Cl,,(F,X\X) is a perfect 
compactihcation of F,X\X. Then 
(a) X is almost rimcompact. 
(b) The following are equivalent. 
(i) X is rimcompact. 
(4 Clr,A&X\X) = PO(FOX\X). 
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(iii) R(X) is totally disconnected. 
(iv) R(X) is O-dimensional. 
Proof. (a) We show that F,X\X is relatively O-dimensionally embedded in F,X. 
Suppose p E F,,X\X, and that p e? T, where T is closed in FOX. Choose W to be a 
clopen neighbourhood of p in F,X\X such that Cl,,W n T = 0. Since 
Cl,,,(F,X\X) is a perfect compactification of F,X\X, Cl,, W is clopen in 
Cl%,(F,X\X), as is T2 = [Cl,,(F,X\X)]\Cl,,W. Then Cl,,W and Tu T2 are 
disjoint closed subsets of FOX. If U is chosen to be an open subset of F,,X such 
that Cl,, W c U while Cl FOxU n [ T u T2] = 0, then p E U and bd,,U s X. 
(b) (iv) implies (iii). This is obvious. 
(iii) implies (ii). As a perfect compactification of F,,X\X having totally discon- 
nected remainder, R(X) u (F,,X\X) is the minimum perfect compactification of 
F,X\X. Since F,X\X is rimcompact, the minimum perfect compactification of 
F,X\X is F( F,,X\X). Since F,X\X is O-dimensional, F( F,X\X) = &(F,,X\X) 
and the statement follows. 
(ii) implies (i). It follows from VI.29 of [5] that if X has a compactification KX 
for which Cl,,(KX\X) is O-dimensional, then X is rimcompact. 
(i) implies (iv). Suppose that F is a closed subset of R(X), and that x E R(X)\E 
We show that there is a clopen subset U of R(X) such that x E U, and U n F = 8. 
By hypothesis there exists a r-open subset W of X such that XE W, while Fn 
ClxW=,H. If V=ExFXWn(FX\X), then Vis clopenin FX\X. As Cl,(FX\X) 
is a perfect compactification of FX\X, it follows that CIFxV is a clopen subset 
of Cl,(FX\X). Let U =CIFxVnR(X). Then U is a clopen subset of 
R(X). Since x~R(x)n WcCl,(FX\X)nExFxW, x~Cl,[Ex,Wn 
CI,(FX\X)]=C~,[EX,W~(FX\X)]=C~,~V, hence XE U. Also, Cl,,Vc 
Cl, W, so F n U c F n CIFxV c F n Cl, W n X = 0. Thus U is the desired clopen 
subset of R(X), and R(X) is O-dimensional. 0 
Recall that a space X is strongly O-dimensional if any two disjoint zerosets of X 
are contained in disjoint clopen sets of X. The compactifications &,X and PX are 
equivalent if and only if X is strongly O-dimensional (see, for example [3, Ch. 161). 
In several examples we make use of the following fact, which follows from 
Theorems 1 and 4 of [4] and Theorem 6.7 of [3]: If Y is compact, and Y x wi z X E 
Yx(w,+l), then pX= Yx(w,+l). 
The following example indicates that if Y is any O-dimensional space which is 
not strongly O-dimensional, then Y can be written as pX\X for (i) a rimcompact 
space X, and (ii) an almost rimcompact non-rimcompact space X. A particular 
example of such a space is discussed in Example VI.13 and Exercise VI.7 of [5]. 
3.2. Example. Let Y be any O-dimensional nonstrongly O-dimensional space. Then 
pY # PO Y Let KY be any perfect compactification of Y, and let X = 
(KY x (oi + l))\( Y x {wi}). Then pX\X = Y x {w,}. Thus X is a O-space, and F,,X = 
/3X. Since C~,,(~,\X)=C~,,(Y~{W,})=KY~{~,}, CIFOx(F,,X\X) is a perfect 
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compactification of F,,X\X. According to Theorem 3.1, X is almost rimcompact, 
and X is rimcompact if and only if KY = PO Y. In particular, if KY = /3 Y, X is an 
almost rimcompact space which is not rimcompact. 
3.3. Example. There is a quasi-rimcompact space X which is not a O-space. 
Let Y= Ix(w+l), Z= Yx(w,+l), and X=Z\(Ixw x(0,}). We claim that X 
is quasi-rimcompact. 
Since R(X) = I x {w} x {w,}, which is a compact subset of X, it suffices to show 
that if F is a closed subset of X such that F n R(X) = s’, then F and R(X) are 
rr-separated. Suppose that F is closed in X, and that F n R(X) = fl. Then R(X) n 
Cl,,F = 0, so there is n E w such that Cl,,F\F c Z x [0, n]. Choose U to be open 
in~XsuchthatFu(Z~[O,n])~UwhileCl~,Un(Zx[n+l,w])=O.ThenUnX 
is rr-open in X and separates R(X) and F. 
We claim that X is not a O-space. For if X is a O-space, then %?(pX) is an upper 
semicontinuous decomposition of /3X. The elements of 2(/3X) contained in pX\X 
are of the form Z x (n) x {wl} for n E w. Since a basic neighbourhood in /3X of 
PER(X) intersects all but finitely many of these components, if these quasi- 
components are collapsed to points, then distinct points of R(X) do not have 
disjoint neighbourhoods. Thus 2(/3X) is not an upper semicontinuous decomposi- 
tion of /3X and X is not a O-space. 
Let ?8_ denote a maximal family of almost disjoint subsets of the natural numbers 
N. The following topology on N u %! is credited to Isbell in [3]. Each point of N 
is isolated, and A E 5? has as an open base {{A} u (A\ F) : F is a finite subset of N}. 
It is noted in 51 of [3] that such spaces N u % are first countable, locally compact, 
O-dimensional and pseudocompact. 
3.4. Example. There is a nearly rimcompact space X which is not a O-space. 
According to [9,2.1], we can choose % to be a maximal almost disjoint collection 
of infinite subsets of N such that p( N u %)\N u R is homeomorphic to I. Let 
X=[p(Nu~)x(w,+1)]\[(Nu~u{l/2})x{w,}].Then~X=~(NuR)x (w,+ 
1). Thus /?X\X = (N u 3 u {l/2}) x {wi}. We claim that X is nearly rimcompact. 
Define 2 to be Xu{(1/2, wr)}. Then pZ\Z=pX\Z= (Nu %?) x(q), which ,is 
O-dimensional. According to Thoerem 3.1, Z is almost rimcompact. Hence Z is a 
O-space and is nearly rimcompact. Note that if U is a rr-open subset of Z such that 
(l/2, w,) & Cl_& then U n X = U, and U is a rr-open subset of X. Suppose that 
x E V, where V is open in X. Then V is open in Z, so there is an open set V, of Z 
such that x E V, = Cl,V, = V, and Cl,V, c X. Since Z is almost rimcompact, there 
is an open subset W of Z such that x E W and cl,W is nearly rr-contained (in Z) 
in V, . Since W is open in X, and Clx W = Cl= W, it follows from the previous remark, 
and the definition of near rr-containment that x E Wand Clx W is nearly r-contained 
(in X) in VI. Thus X is nearly rimcompact. 
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It is clear that /3X\X = (Nu $4 u {l/2}) x {w,} is totally disconnected. However, 
pX\X is not rimcompact, since the two connected components of p(pX\X), 
namely [0,1/Z) and (l/2, l] are not compact. Thus pX\X is not 0-dimensiona1. 
Since pX is clearly the maximum compactification of X having totally disconnected 
remainder, j3X is the minimum perfect compactification of X. Hence X is not a 
O-space. 
We have seen in Theorem 2.7 that if X is a quasi-~mcompact space which has 
a compactification with totally disconnected remainder, then X is almost rimcom- 
pact. The previous example shows that a nearly rimcompact space which has a 
compactification with totally disconnected remainder need not even be a O-space. 
In general it is not true that if X is a O-space, then F,X\X is relatively O- 
dimensionally embedded in F,X. In the following example, we build on Example 
VII.26 of [S] to produce a non-almost rimcompact space X for which /3X\X is 
O-dimensional. 
3.5. Example. In Example VII.26 of [5], a compact space Y is constructed which 
has the following properties. First, there is a O-dimensional subspace 2 of Y such 
that Y\Z is dense in Y and Z has only one nonisolated point z. Also, there is a 
point p E Y\Z such that if U is any open subset of Y containing z, and bd,U c Y\Z, 
then PE U. 
Let X=(Yx(w,+l))\(Zx(w,}). Then ,BX= Yx(w,+l), and so pX\X= 
Z x{wr}. Then X is a O-space and FOX = /?X. We show that X is not almost 
~mcompact by showing that (z, w,) does not have a basis in /3X of sb open sets of 
/3X. Suppose that V is an sb open set of PX such that (z, w,) E V and (p, wl) s? V. 
Let V, = Vn (Y x {al}). Then U, is an open subset of Y x {wl} whose boundary (in 
Y x {wt}) is contained in ( Y\Z) x { w, } such that (so,) E V, . However (p, wl) E VI, 
which is a contradiction. Thus (z, wi) does not have a basis in pX of sb open subsets 
of /3X; hence X is not almost rimcompact. 
Note that since Z has only the non-isolated point z, if U is any open subset of 
X such that (z, o,)r! bd,,Ex,,U, then Ex&_.Jn (pX\X) is clopen in /3X\X = 
Z x {wi}. It is then easy to verify that for each p E @X\X, there is a collection a(p) 
of open subsets of X such that Ex pxU n (px\X) is clopen in /?X\X for each 
U E “u(p), and {Exp,U : U E Q(p)} is a basis in pX for p. 
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